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The Essay.  It is supposed to make me come alive as a person.  Expressing my goals, 

values, and personal development would be helpful.  In fact, the pamphlet I have just read on 

writing college essays gives me any easy tip:  “Try for essays the provide insights into all these 

areas: 1) your intellectual and creative interests; 2) your personal strengths; 3) how well you 

write; 4) what’s special about you.”  Sure.  Right-o. 

 It is not that I find writing difficult.  In fact, writing is one of my greatest pleasures, and 

has been ever since my poetic debut in the third grade with “O Frog.”  “Where do you get your 

Croak?”  I lamented, “Or your black-spotted cloak? Or black beady eyes? Or toenails that look 

like twisted bow ties?”  Masterful, yes.  But the point is, if I am provided with a subject, I will 

happily set pen to paper.  However, assessing one’s life can be rather tough. 

 Then there is the question of what to focus on I could wax philosophical and give my 

views on the morality of war.  But, I did that this summer in a letter to a friend and nearly killed 

the relationship.  (I started casually enough:  Dear Bob, how are you?  The weather here is just 

fine.”  Then I threw him the curve.  “Just a few thought that were going through my mind—Is 

War Moral?”  This was followed by a four page dissertation on the subject.)  Fine, forget the 

intellectualism.  How about discussing the meaningful aspects of my experiences—the 

satisfaction that comes from tutoring, the new and different people whom I met while working at 

a “fast food joint” and the insight I gained from the experience (How to fill a straw holder, how 

much ice to put in the cup, how much a Whooper without-the-meat costs), even the way I like to 

think while I ride my bicycle.  But—no, it is all too mundane, the same meaningless “meaningful 

essay” which everyone will write. 

 Maybe the fact is that I think too much.  My mind is constantly working, churning up 

ideas on an endless number of subjects.  One day I can become artistic and take out my paints.  

Another, I ponder the implications of nuclear war and call a citizens’ group to find out what I can 

do.  There are so many things that interest me, so much in which I can find meaning, that it is 

impossible to choose one event and let that represent me.  It is not that I lack direction—I do 

know my main area of interest—but rather than my outlook embraces all of life.  To me 

everything seems interconnected, bound together in one overwhelming network.  There are not 

isolated disciplines, all knowledge is inextricably interwoven, and so, even if I think about 

physics one moment, and the meaning of life the next, and third-grade poems after that, they 

are all tied together by the common thread; they are all part of my exploration of life. 

 Nearing the end, I am wondering if the essay is not a little too unconventional.  However, 

I like what it represents: a willingness to take risks, a regard for both humor and serious thought, 

an interest in life, and a certain confidence that living is always an adventure.  Sounds like me. 

 


